
The Moving School & La Innovation Kitchen

Now is the Time for Post-institutional Education
at Documenta15 in Kassel

Kassel, May, 15th, 2022 Throughout the world, educational systems and institutions are
deteriorating. In countries all across the world, privatisation and a lack of public governance
have transformed education and learning into commodities with limited access available only to
the wealthy. It's time to reconsider how future generations will have access to and exchange
information, as well as how technology and communities might help.

In Kassel, during Documenta 15, The Königs-Galerie Kassel will host the Post-institutional Café.
A community-driven collaborative place for rethinking the future of education systems, exploring
alternative learning options throughout the world, and connecting great minds to build new
learning models for future generations. This international café will have a Conversation Bar, a
Playroom, a Public Forum for talks with global pioneers, a Reading Room, and the greatest
coffee ever to explore new formats of learning and information transfer. This conversational
residency will collect concepts as jigsaw pieces for educators to develop their own personalised
and local models using streaming and social media.

“Universities must turn ideas around”, Sir Charles LaTrobe
“Moving School brings people from different cultures and fields of knowledge together, who use
their abilities and their commitment for others. Only with each other and for each other we can
manage to keep our world worth living for all!”, Friederike Siebert MA

Don't miss the talks, videostreamings, workshops, guest discussions, foreign speakers on global
experiences, and, of course, coffee and tea with friends. Participate in the discussion and offer
suggestions at: http://lainnovationkitchen.com/documenta15

The Moving School and La Innovation Kitchen are two alternative learning organisations from
Kassel and Barcelona that are working together to provide better environments for everyone to
learn in physical, digital, and hybrid situations. We believe in fresh approaches to learning
outside of the classroom.
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